Heromorph

Forum: Challenges & Duels
Topic: July Challenge (From the Maniper&#039;s Pot)
Subject: Rules, You want Rules. Ok then here are some Rules for you.
Posted by: Winterhawk
Posted on: 2004/6/25 21:18:44
First off the prize.
I noticed that the cat was let out of the Bag, about Optical????????s and mine custom avatars. So
after talking to Optical, He has been nice enough to let me offer as a prize for winning the monthly
challenges: the right to create and have uploaded a custom avatar. If you do not want to create your
own custom avatar, I can make one for you. Optical is currently looking into a way to make this
avatar private, so that others cannot use it as well. Also winning challenges might become the only
way to get a custom avatar (unless, you are a moderator of course. Or you already have one
). So if you want one, be ready to manip something breathtaking and sign up.
Ok, so you guys want some more guidelines then 2-colour photographs.
Well personal I thought that since, you would have to incorporate them into your own pictures as well
that would keep them from being too outrageous. I am just looking for non-maniped photographs,
preferably high-resolution. That has something in it that can be used for a manip. What type of
guidelines do you guys want? What the hell kind of pictures do you all have?
You can feel free to send me as many pictures as you want and then you can let me decide what 2
pictures go into the pot. That is fine. Also please note, that if more people do not sign up then I will
probably increase the number of base picture per contestant to 3 or 4 depending on the final number
that join.
Scoring will be done on three levels, (please note that although I will be creating a picture I will not be
eligible for the prize) You will score 1 point per base picture used in the final product (2 bonus points
will be awarded if you manage to use all of the pictures from the pot in your finished work.), You will
be scored from 1-10 on overall presentation by everyone involved in the comments section of your
finished product and the average of these scores will be added to your final score. Everyone involved
will also score you from 1-10 on integration of the base pictures and the average will be added to
your score, again in the comments section of the posted work.
That sound good to you guys.
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